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Artsyl Technologies Announce the Launch of New Website.
ONTARIO, CANADA (October 5, 2015) — Artsyl Technologies is excited to announce the launch of our newly
designed website which goes lives today and is located at the web address www.artsyltech.com. The redesigned
website features bright colors and a modern style as well as including newly designed product logos.
With the new Artsyl website you will enjoy streamlined menus, user-friendly and easier navigation which gives you
fast access to the information you need.
As a document capture technology leader, it was important for us to make information regarding Artsyl’s products
and solutions as easily accessible as possible for our current and prospective partners and clients. It is critical to
provide our partners and clients with the most accurate, up-to-date information and share our knowledge and
expertise in document and data capture technology.
One of the observable changes on our new site is new modern style of all marketing materials such as
datasheets, recorded demos and product logos. Artsyl has adopted a new corporate style with a more modern
design and the bright blue and green colors which means: blue – reliability, knowledge depth, stability and
confidence; bright green - safety and stability – the qualities we hope our partners and clients will use when
describing Artsyl. Our partners and clients are always our first priority and we plan for it to stay that way.
You’ll find our new site is divided into six main sections: Company, Products, Solutions, Industries, Resources
& Partners.
We wanted to give our clients an opportunity to know us better by browsing through our Company section. You
will get a good understanding of who we are, what we do as a company and meet our leadership team.
Products and Solutions sections will provide you with the details on Artsyl product and solutions, their benefits
and features as well as short 3-4 minute long recorded demos will describe what our products/solutions do.
Our Industries section provides in-depth detail on the verticals we serve – Accounts Payable, Healthcare,
Financial Services, Manufacturing, Transportation, Energy, Live Sciences Education, Governments.
Our new site features a wider Resources section dedicated to new datasheets, recorded product and solution
demos, recordings of past webinars, and a listing of upcoming events such as trainings, trade shows and
webinars on which we offer more insight on document capture technologies.
The updated Partners section will introduce you our Strategic Partners as well as provide the details on Artsyl
Partner program and give the direct access to Artsyl Partner Portal.
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About Artsyl Technologies, Inc.
Artsyl Technologies, Inc. is the innovative company behind the docAlpha Intelligent Document Recognition (IDR)
platform. For over 10 years Artsyl has been designing, building and innovating technology used by companies
globally to reduce their document processing burdens. docAlpha will help you reduce manual sorting and
separating, eliminate data-entry, increase data accuracy, speed up workflows, improve visibility and ensure
compliance.
Whether you have Accounts Payable Invoices or Medical documents like Claims, EOBs or Patient Records
docAlpha is designed to make their processing easy. docAlpha can be used in any business process to automate
the classification, data extraction, validation and routing of mission critical information to its proper line-ofbusiness application. docAlpha is a state-of-the-art IDR platform designed using Microsoft .NET and a Services
Oriented Architecture (SOA) which allows it to scale up for Enterprise level On-Premise deployment or be used as
a CLOUD based SaaS solution. docAlpha is sold through distributors and VARs globally.
Visit http://www.artsyltech.com for more information.
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